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Thirteen Treatments for the Sick Law... The
Law Needs Changing... It Cares Not About
Truth Nor Justice....
Samuel A Nigro*
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“The law does not care about truth or justice, but about legalisms”. So stated a Great Course
on “The Origins of Evil” many years ago. After personal experiences with the law, I believe it must
change from a sick business of enslaving the people to a genuine profession of human truth and
justice for all. The issues I raise are: investigation, prosecution, initial charges, plea bargains, right
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to jury and due process, law readings, judicial meetings, open records, suggestibility diseases,
rulings and appeals, computer gaming, contempt and finally over criminalization. (Corrections and
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These thirteen treatments is to bring to fulfillment the “Critical Legal Studies Movement” which
realized that the law is necessary evil of an artificial Godless arrangement of power, run by selfenriching self-righteous pseudo-erudite know-it-all arrogant tyrants fascists and crooks (likely
the largest employment group in the US), imposing a coherent chaos-preventing and resolving
totalitarianism necessary because the people are coerced by custom, threats, force and punishments,
because the people no longer live by the Ten Commandments and the Founders’ Principles but
by the suggestibility diseases of the Fraud Press & Media. There are few real differences between
countries’ law systems except in whom and how enriched and whom and how controlled and
destroyed. Truth and justice in law are replaced by legalisms which are sanctimonious mechanisms
of evidence creation. Those in the law will never really assist those who cogently criticize their law
worship, nor will journalists who do not want to alienate favored politicians. The most important
need for the law is to preserve its worshiped status in the minds of the people so all in the law can be
the bullies they want to be and they can continue to ignore truth and justice.

Investigation
The psychology of investigators is to “get ‘em.” No one invests time and energy into an
effort without making “success” their goal. To mercifully offer corrections is prohibited and
counterproductive. Thus, “subornation” is automatic...denied of course, but undeniable in one’s
unconscious. The slogan, “Innocent until proven guilty”, had been replaced by “Innocent until
investigated.” An investigator’s job is to create GUILT. The only way for truth and justice is for the
law to prohibit any admission of evidence not collected by video camera recordings of every contact
from start to finish in the acquisition of evidence (Parenthetically, video cameras should also be
required for all in government at all times, from lawyer-run Pharmacy Board high school graduates
to the White House--Mandatory video cameras for all government employees is a truism that will
occur soon--It has to, because all government is so corrupt). When forthcoming, lie detectors will be
mandatory for all in all government activities. Investigators proceed as if “guilty” has been already
declared which is unjust, and there is “no equal protection”.

Prosecution
I have discovered that the sub rosa self-worth of prosecutors is their conviction rate. Thus,
prosecutors are a multiple of their investigators as in 1 supra. Prosecutor’s business is to fabricate
“We have no comment” to plea bargains after they “pile-on” by overt flood of initial charges which
compel the plea bargain. Then, by discrete fashion the prosecutors violate the plea bargains by more
“pile-on” which negates their previous “no comments” by loud malicious comments heard only by
the impressionable judge. Prosecutors are robots of the universal motivation innate to everyone
in legal bureaucracies from lawyer-run Medical Board desk clerks to the Congress, all of whom
are eager bullies “sticking together” in a fascist gang promoting and defending each other as only
government bureaucracy members will do in unity. There is no bigger corrupt “all for one and one
for all” than government employees supporting and echoing each other. The only way for truth and
justice is for the law to mandate the finding of “guilty” for all initial charges and for all sub rosa pleabargain-breaking charges made to the judge. “Innocent” unless guilty for all initial charges. Drop a
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charge or one found “innocent”, case dismissed. Each initial charge is
a “juror.” Prosecutors proceed as if “guilty” has been already declared,
which is unjust, and there is “no equal protection.”

Initial Charges
Prosecutors always inflate their initial charges to overwhelm the
defendant to accept a plea bargain, i.e., fifty initial counts to start
with but planning on really using only the three “strongest” counts.
That ninety percent of prosecutions are resolved by plea bargains is
outrageous except for the “easy-money” enriched lawyers and judges.
“Hoaxes” now include initial counts and plea bargains. Plea bargains
are a “work less for more money” business scheme enriching all
involved in the law except the defendant. “Plea perjury” is probably a
more accurate term for what is going on. The only way for truth and
justice is for the law to prohibit plea bargains. Inflated initial charges
are creations of false evidence and proof that “Equal protection of the
laws” is a joke like most of the flattering “respect-law” promotions are
delusions, like “Innocent until proven guilty.”

Plea Bargains
The Supreme Court has ruled that unless from a truth-pleading
witness, untrue statements from lawyers and judges are not subject
to laws punishing false statements. Thus, untrue statements force
defendants to accept inequality before the law and no longer are
entitled to jury of peers as constitutionally required. In fact, most
legalisms are often untrue in some sense, and thus enable false
evidence fabrication by dogmatic legal decree. Plea bargains mitigate
the “ignorance of the law is no excuse” legalism; so that most people
will not have to know all the legalisms filling law libraries, because the
plea bargain really says, “forget about not knowing about it.” The only
way for truth and justice is for the law to require the “right to jury
and due process” for all. Plea bargains actually are a mutual “conflict
of interest” scam so both defense and prosecution get well paid for
doing less work than a jury trial.

Right to Jury and Due Process
The Constitution requires the right to jury (6th amendment)
and due process (5th amendment) for all to be deprived of liberty
or property. Thus, plea bargains are outrageous unconstitutional
deprivations, because the pleader gets neither a jury nor due process-just a less expensive business deal from the legal system. The only way
for truth and justice is for the law to decree that “all initial charges
are a jury equivalent”; and as in a jury, all “jurors” must agree to guilt
or the defendant is dismissed as innocent. The initial charges ARE
the “inanimate jury”--fifty charges will need fifty “guilties” from the
person jury or judge. With this change, litigators will be discrete,
precise, and cautious in their proceedings, especially “initial charges”
(as in 2 & 3 supra), and who knows, maybe the prosecutors and
judges will have to work always in jury trials instead of easy-money
easy-work plea bargains.

Law Readings
In all legal matters, there are often hurried recitation of numbers
identifying a law relevant to the issues being deliberated. Not knowing
the law or its legalisms or its relevance or its potential to help or hurt,
those involved have the right to hear the entire law at the time it is
being used. If legalisms determine all, not to have them brought to full
awareness is legal mischief and abuse of due process. If “Ignorance
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of the law is no excuse,” all have the right to hear the law officially
read at least once in the proceedings. The only way for truth or justice
is for the stated law to be slowly read into the proceedings after its
first mention with note-taking allowed so reasonable actions are
possible if thought helpful. The legalisms presented must be known
and understood. Almost all legalisms are contrived means of false
evidence creation to enrich politicians and their buddies who will
benefit from the legalism by an alleged “common good.” There is a
“right” not to be “ignorant” of all details of the legalisms and their
contriving.

Judicial Meetings
In legal matters, often the attorneys withdraw to a meeting with
the judge. This is “collusion” and must stop. The only way for truth
and justice is for the law to require video cameras, (as in 1 supra)
for all in all acts by government workers for everything. All must
know what goes on in judicial meetings (and everywhere else in
government). Technology must embrace the law too, enabling more
truth and justice than ever possible from current primitive legal
ordure and masquerade.

Open Records
As the opening of medical records has allegedly enhanced
medical care, the opening of ALL legal records should be mandated
by law for the sake of truth and justice. I will say it again: Truth and
justice require the opening of all legal records. It was done to the
medical profession; it must be done to our legal system of injustice
and untruth. The opening of medical records has made the medical
profession to be the biggest target and source of money for the law
profession which does not care about truth or justice. The opening of
legal records will provide another income target for attorneys.

Suggestibility Diseases
The epigenetic “Suggestibility Disease” evils of the law (and press
& media) are: social engineering, collective unconscious, propaganda,
advertising, and public relations--all promoting the unnatural
(prohibited by “Nature and Nature’s God” in the Constitution)-which always turns into pollution, entropy and evil. Suggestibility
and manipulation evils (detailed on the World Wide Web) which
create false accusations and hoaxes are made possible in government
and the law by

1. Asch GROUPTHINK to conformity,
2. Eichmann benign SUGGESTIBILITY and immunity to evil and

to the sexual unnatural which destroys faith, hope, and charity
(Goebbels, I think, about the Holocaust, wrote how seducing
people to immoral sex led to slow irreligion and willingness to do
evil when ordered to do so),

3. Milgrim SHOCKMACHINE OBEDIENCE to the immoral,
4. Zimbardo POWERMADNESS control,
5. LAW WORSHIP capitalist LEGALISMS promoting the acting
out of emotions instead of truth and justice,

6. PRESSMEDIA fabrications and electrono-celluloid-ink fascist
destruction of virtue and transcendence,

7. Black Lives Matter VICTIMISM paralysis into hate or
dependency, and, worst of all,
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8. College professor INDOCTRINATION (instead of “education”)
and SEDUCTION of students into self-deluded self-righteous
liberal hate-projected mega-arrogance,

9. The absence of Nigro THEOGEOCALCULUS which establishes
Natural Law [1].

10. The only way for truth and justice is for the law to promulgate

and review these diseases at each deliberation. Politicians, lawyers
and judges must “sign off” on these diseases monthly as part of
licensure to practice (So should journalists).

11. Those who perpetrate false accusations and hoaxes must be
punished exactly as if they were the ones who did what they
fabricated and hoaxed to hurt others.

Rulings and Appeals
I have discovered that the law is nothing but a capitalist moneymaking “necessary evil” reducing chaos as an unconstitutional
“established religion” with judges as mini-gods and lawyers as
saints and clergy. Robed ritualistic charades, sensational bullying,
and pseudo-religious condescension’s fill courtrooms. There is no
art (except “bullying”) or science in law (as required in the Medical
Profession)...The law is a necessary evil...or, at best, a pseudo-sport
seeking suggestibility-victory, making money for all involved above
all, and promoting the “common good” for politicians, judges,
lawyers, and their buddies and bureaucrats. And, by the way, sportlike, whoever scores the most legalisms wins! Or the law is a Scrabble
Game with the god-judge spelling “innocent” or “guilty” by using the
legalisms offered on small cards. The law does not care about truth
or justice except for public relations sloganeering such as “equal
protection before the law,” “innocent until proven guilty,” “the truth,
the whole truth and nothing but the truth,” and other meaningless,
how-great-we-are contemptibility-prohibiting dogmatisms. But the
most self-discrediting finding for the law: If the law gives truth and
justice, why does it have “appeal courts”? Not one appeal court, but
many going up to the Supreme Court? Each appeal level is proof that
truth and justice were not expected from the prior court. Not once,
but many times over and over. A cynic would say this is just “good
business” providing plenty of work for generations of law school
graduates who will need more laws enslaving all, from what to drink
to what to think; necessary because the people are no good and have
no more virtue than their corrupt political leaders. Appeal courts are
proof that the law is a sham. The final conclusion is that the only way
for truth and justice is for the law to go to computer gaming.

Computer Gaming/Artificial Intelligence
Computers are taking over jobs everywhere. Computer gaming
is creating fun and transcendence to fighting battles and wars. The
law must replace itself with computer gaming. If unwilling to do so,
the Medical Profession (especially psychiatry) and/or the Roman
Catholic Church, must do so and cure the world of the law cancer
and its metastatic pretense of settling conflicts and differences.
Such “Hippocratic gaming” and artificial intelligence would include
legalisms, physical variables, transcendentals, community universals,
Hippocratic humanbeingness [2], the Roman Catholic Mass Mantra
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[3], and virtue [4]. Computer programming of human conflict
resolution will provide more truth and justice, more humanbeingness
and more life, sacrifice, virtue, love, humanity, peace, freedom
and natural death without fear, than the law has ever done. Got a
problem? Do not use the law...Create and use Hippocratic Computer
gaming artificial intelligence as essential for truth and justice. Do
not ignore the law--just fear it and use a better more truthful and
just way, avoiding, as much as you can, the money-mad “I will make
them pay” advertising lawyers, arrogant self-deluded judges, and the
temporarily-self-righteous sequence of truth-less justice-less bullycontest appeal courts. The law demonizes words, while computers
will spiritualize all by treating words as the angels they are [5,6] and
remove corrupt politicians from enslaving the people.

Contempt
Finally, the law’s “contempt of court” declarations to suppress
others and to defend itself from criticisms are absolute proofs of its
inability to be much more than “contemptible.” The law should not
get away with all this any longer. It is time for a change to something
caring about truth and justice more than a false legalism which
censors and dismisses cogent criticisms by calling them “contempt”
(which itself is “contemptible”). The self-sanctification of the law is
outrageous.

Over Criminalization
Because of DNA clearance, over 300 men have been released after
accumulating over 6000 years of unjust imprisonment thru 2014, but
15 had been already executed. In 2015, another 149 were DNA freed
for false imprisonment exceeding 14 years each in jail, but another 14
had already been executed. Overall, that is about eight centuries of
accumulated unjust imprisonment and dozens of unjust executions
(Maybe “contempt” is the right word for the law?). One must wonder
how many are over criminalized still, because they do not have
DNA possibility of showing their innocence. Check out your state’s
“Innocence Project”! It is not run by prosecutors bragging about
their conviction rates nor by Bar Associations with their adore-thelaw propaganda. Check out the exoneration rate for your state. The
Statute of Limitations for legal malpractice will be dismissed so the
responsible lawyers and judges and their estates can be sued when an
innocent person if finally de-criminalized.
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